Subdivisions of the dorsal raphe nucleus projecting to the lateral geniculate nucleus and primary visual cortex in the Mongolian gerbil.
The mammalian dorsal raphe nucleus (DRN) is composed of sub-divisions with different anatomical and functional properties. Using cholera toxin subunit B as a retrograde tracer, DRN subdivisions projecting to the lateral geniculate nucleus and to the primary visual cortex were examined in the Mongolian gerbil. DRN neurons projecting to the lateral geniculate nucleus were observed in the lateral DRN (rostrally) and in the ventromedial DRN (caudally), while DRN cells projecting to the primary visual cortex were observed at all rostral-caudal levels in the ventromedial DRN. These results demonstrate a significant overlap between the DRN projections to the lateral geniculate and superior colliculus, and show that only the caudal ventromedial DRN projects to all three major visual targets: the lateral geniculate nucleus, primary visual cortex, and superior colliculus. Since the DRN is involved in depression and other neuropsychiatric disorders, as well as is affected by many psychotropic substances, these data may help to develop new treatments and therapies targeting specific DRN subdivisions.